
 

 
 
What are they? 
 
Lightseekers Points are the new way to get exclusive rewards through Organized Play. 
Build up your Lightseekers Points over the 6 month season to earn rewards and make 
your way up the Lightseekers Leaderboards! 8 of the best Lightseekers will be invited 
to the Player Invitational Platinum Event in the battle to win truly amazing prizes, 
read below for how to qualify for this event. 
 
How do I get them? 
 
By battling your decks of course! 
 
Each time you attend an Organized Play session, whether that is a Bronze Event at 
your local hobby store or a Regional Gold Championship Event, you’ll earn 
Lightseekers Points. The higher the tier of event you attend, you’ll receive a bigger 
multiplier for the points you earn. These points are already being collected, and have 
been since January 1st – so don’t wait, get those Lightseekers Points now! 
 
Below is a handy chart that will show you how much you will earn at each event you go 
to. 
 



 

 
 
What can I use them for? 
Lightseekers Points can be used to claim amazing digital rewards. The more you earn 
every season, the rarer the prize! Prizes from card backs to booster packs to Ultra Rare 
Playmats can be won each season. These prizes will be exclusive to EACH season; once 
the season has changed you won’t have a chance to earn those rewards again! 
 
In addition, 8 of the finest Lightseekers will be invited to the Platinum Player 
Invitational, with free flights and accommodation! Taking place at the PlayFusion 
Headquarters in Cambridge, UK, this will be the most prestigious Lightseekers event 
of the season with a prize pool of £5000 in cash and prizes to be won! The 8 players 
that will be invited to this illustrious event will be the following:  
 

● 1st and 2nd place players at both the US and UK Nationals. 
● The 2 highest ranking Digital players (1 NA, 1 EU) over the course of the 6 

month period (3 seasons worth of play). 
● Lastly, the highest LS Points earner for both NA and EU that haven’t already 

qualified by the above means. 
 
The winner will also be immortalised in card form with a themed card to be made 
around them, that will be included in the next main set release! 
 
All the amazing digital rewards you can earn each season are below, how far will you 
go? 
  



 

Lightseekers Points Milestone  Digital Reward 

10  Rare exclusive card back 

30  Premium loot chest 

50  Exclusive campaign 

70  Premium loot chest 

100  Rare exclusive playmat 

120  Premium loot chest 

140  Latest Booster Pack  

160  Premium loot chest 

180  Random Mythic card 

200  Premium loot chest 

220  Latest Booster Pack  

240  Premium loot chest 

260  Mythic exclusive card back 

280  Premium loot chest 

300  Latest Booster Pack  

350  Premium loot chest 

400  500 crafting currency 

450  Premium loot chest 

500  Mythic Season Exclusive Playmat 

  


